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Definition

�� MulticastMulticast: is the act of sending a message to multiple receivers : is the act of sending a message to multiple receivers 
using a using a singlesingle local “transmit” operationlocal “transmit” operation
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A Spectrum of Paradigms
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Multicast flavors

�� Unicast: point to pointUnicast: point to point

�� Multicast:Multicast:

�� point to multipointpoint to multipoint
�� multipoint to multipointmultipoint to multipoint

�� Can simulate point to multipoint by a set of point to point Can simulate point to multipoint by a set of point to point 
unicastsunicasts

�� Can simulate multipoint to multipoint by a set of point to Can simulate multipoint to multipoint by a set of point to 
multipoint multicastsmultipoint multicasts

�� The difference is efficiencyThe difference is efficiency



Multicast efficiency

�� Suppose A wants to talk to B, G, H, I, B to A, G, H, ISuppose A wants to talk to B, G, H, I, B to A, G, H, I

�� With unicast, 4 messages sent from each sourceWith unicast, 4 messages sent from each source

�� links AC, BC carry a packet in triplicatelinks AC, BC carry a packet in triplicate

�� With point to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent from each With point to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent from each 
sourcesource

�� but requires establishment of two separate multicast “groups”but requires establishment of two separate multicast “groups”

�� With multipoint to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent from With multipoint to multipoint multicast, 1 message sent from 
each source, each source, 

�� single multicast “group”single multicast “group”



The Layering of Multicast
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The Many Uses of Multicasting

�� Teleconferencing (1Teleconferencing (1--toto--many) and symmetric (all to all)many) and symmetric (all to all)

�� Distributed simulation (war gaming, multiDistributed simulation (war gaming, multi--player Doom)player Doom)

�� Resource discovery (where’s the next time server?)Resource discovery (where’s the next time server?)

�� Software/File DistributionSoftware/File Distribution

�� Video DistributionVideo Distribution

�� Network news (Usenet)Network news (Usenet)

�� Replicated Database UpdatesReplicated Database Updates



Example use: expanding ring search

�� A way to use multicast groups for resource discoveryA way to use multicast groups for resource discovery

�� Routers decrement TTL when forwardingRouters decrement TTL when forwarding

�� Sender sets TTL and multicastsSender sets TTL and multicasts

�� reaches all receivers <= TTL hops awayreaches all receivers <= TTL hops away

�� Discovers local resources firstDiscovers local resources first

�� Since heavily loaded servers can keep quiet, automatically Since heavily loaded servers can keep quiet, automatically 
distributes loaddistributes load



Outline

�� Wide area Multicast routingWide area Multicast routing

�� or the dream of «or the dream of « universaluniversal » communication» communication

�� Reliable multicast transportReliable multicast transport

�� Multicast congestion controlMulticast congestion control

�� Not coveredNot covered: enforcing reception semantics across receivers (ordering, : enforcing reception semantics across receivers (ordering, 
atomicity) atomicity) ---- better see in “distributed computing” better see in “distributed computing” litteraturelitterature



Multicast Routing



Group Communication

�� What: communicate with a group of endpoints, rather than just onWhat: communicate with a group of endpoints, rather than just onee

�� a “natural” generalization of unicasta “natural” generalization of unicast

�� basis for realbasis for real--world organizationsworld organizations

�� groups of cooperating entitiesgroups of cooperating entities

�� fantasy: group communication as the basis for “organizations of fantasy: group communication as the basis for “organizations of 
computers”computers”

�� the “true” foundation for building distributed systemsthe “true” foundation for building distributed systems
�� it just needs to scaleit just needs to scale

�� Is it easy to implement?Is it easy to implement?



Distributed Systems Structure

What functionality to put at each level?What functionality to put at each level?

Application Processing

Distributed State/Storage Management

Communication Facilities

Three primary layersThree primary layers



Hard? multicast versus unicast

�� To implement a unicast application, I can use TCP, RPC To implement a unicast application, I can use TCP, RPC 
mechanisms, RMI (Remote Method Invocation), etc.mechanisms, RMI (Remote Method Invocation), etc.

�� With multicast, just basic sockets and UDPWith multicast, just basic sockets and UDP

�� Where is the multicast TCP?Where is the multicast TCP?

�� Where is the multicast middleware?Where is the multicast middleware?

�� Why so limited Internet multicast deployment?Why so limited Internet multicast deployment?

Let’s look at some history ...Let’s look at some history ...



�� MultiMulti--access networks appearedaccess networks appeared

�� Ethernet, ringsEthernet, rings

�� Broadcast: an accident of the technologyBroadcast: an accident of the technology

�� We discovered uses for this “accident”:We discovered uses for this “accident”:

�� discovery: e.g. broadcast to locate a printer serverdiscovery: e.g. broadcast to locate a printer server
�� multimulti--point delivery: e.g.point delivery: e.g. MazewarMazewar gamesgames

�� But not scalable: a single broadcast addressBut not scalable: a single broadcast address

�� e.g. 3 e.g. 3 Mbps Mbps experimental Ethernet broadcast addressexperimental Ethernet broadcast address
�� Not every node involved in Not every node involved in MazewarsMazewars, a print server, a print server

Even LAN group communication needs to be scalableEven LAN group communication needs to be scalable

In the 1970’s, ...



In the 1980’s, ...

�� 10 Mbps Ethernet: 10 Mbps Ethernet: 

�� 47 bits of multicast addresses47 bits of multicast addresses
�� Lots of addresses for group communication applicationsLots of addresses for group communication applications

L2 group communication has become feasibleL2 group communication has become feasible



V Distributed System: early 80s

�� Extended RPCExtended RPC--like IPC to support group operationslike IPC to support group operations

�� send message to “group” object; 0, 1 or more return messagessend message to “group” object; 0, 1 or more return messages

�� Example uses:Example uses:

�� name server group for distributed lookupname server group for distributed lookup
�� scheduler group to select host for remote executionscheduler group to select host for remote execution
�� process manager group to act on one or more processesprocess manager group to act on one or more processes
�� transaction groups for distributed transactionstransaction groups for distributed transactions
�� various multivarious multi--player games, distributed applicationsplayer games, distributed applications

�� Experience: Average performance, faultExperience: Average performance, fault--tolerance and ease of tolerance and ease of 
programmingprogramming

The group model was born!The group model was born!



History of IP Multicast

�� 1983: how to scale multicast from an Ethernet to the Internet?1983: how to scale multicast from an Ethernet to the Internet?

�� IP multicast memo IP multicast memo -- aprilapril 19841984

�� Deering’sDeering’s thesis thesis -- 19911991

�� host group model and IGMPhost group model and IGMP
�� DVMRP DVMRP -- local broadcastlocal broadcast--andand--prune routingprune routing

�� Focus on host group model and “local” routingFocus on host group model and “local” routing

�� Required underlying serviceRequired underlying service

�� datagram + multicast delivery in LANdatagram + multicast delivery in LAN
�� (if broadcast or (if broadcast or unicastunicast LAN LAN --> emulate multicast)> emulate multicast)



The host group model

DeeringDeering, 1991, 1991

�� senders need not be memberssenders need not be members

�� groups may be of any sizegroups may be of any size

�� no topological restrictions on membershipno topological restrictions on membership

�� membership dynamic and autonomousmembership dynamic and autonomous

�� host groups may be transient or permanenthost groups may be transient or permanent



Multicast group

�� Associates a set of senders and receivers with each otherAssociates a set of senders and receivers with each other

�� but independent of thembut independent of them
�� created either when a sender starts sending from a groupcreated either when a sender starts sending from a group
�� or a receiver expresses interest in receivingor a receiver expresses interest in receiving
�� even if no one else is there!even if no one else is there!

�� Sender does not need to know receivers’ identitiesSender does not need to know receivers’ identities

�� rendezvous pointrendezvous point



Addressing

�� Multicast group in the Internet has its own Class D addressMulticast group in the Internet has its own Class D address

�� looks like a host address, but isn’tlooks like a host address, but isn’t

�� Senders send to the addressSenders send to the address

�� Receivers anywhere in the world request packets from that Receivers anywhere in the world request packets from that 
addressaddress

�� “Magic” is in associating the two: “Magic” is in associating the two: dynamic directory servicedynamic directory service

�� Four problemsFour problems

�� which groups are currently active which groups are currently active -- sdrsdr
�� how to express interest in joining a group how to express interest in joining a group -- IGMPIGMP
�� discovering the set of receivers in a group discovering the set of receivers in a group -- Flood and pruneFlood and prune
�� delivering data to members of a group delivering data to members of a group -- Reverse path forwardingReverse path forwarding



Issues in wide-area multicast

Difficult becauseDifficult because

�� sources may join and leave dynamicallysources may join and leave dynamically

�� need to dynamically update shortestneed to dynamically update shortest--path treepath tree

�� leaves of tree are often members of broadcast LANleaves of tree are often members of broadcast LAN

�� would like to exploit LAN broadcast capabilitywould like to exploit LAN broadcast capability

�� would like a receiver to join or leave without explicitly notifywould like a receiver to join or leave without explicitly notifying ing 
sendersender

�� otherwise it will not scaleotherwise it will not scale



Multicast in a broadcast LAN

�� Wide area multicast can exploit a LAN’s broadcast capabilityWide area multicast can exploit a LAN’s broadcast capability

�� E.g. Ethernet will multicast all packets with multicast bit set E.g. Ethernet will multicast all packets with multicast bit set on on 
destination addressdestination address

�� Two problems:Two problems:

�� what multicast MAC address corresponds to a given Class D IP what multicast MAC address corresponds to a given Class D IP 
address?address?

�� does the LAN have contain any members for a given group (why do does the LAN have contain any members for a given group (why do 
we need to know this?)we need to know this?)



Class D to MAC translation

�� Multiple Class D addresses map to the same MAC addressMultiple Class D addresses map to the same MAC address

�� a host may receive MACa host may receive MAC--layer layer mcastmcast for groups to which it does not for groups to which it does not 
belong belong --> dropped by IP> dropped by IP

�� WellWell--known translation algorithm => no need for a translation known translation algorithm => no need for a translation 
tabletable

01 00 5E

23 bits copied from IP address

IEEE 802 MAC Address

Class D IP address

Ignored
‘1110’ = Class D indication

Multicast bit Reserved bit



Internet Group Management Protocol

�� Detects if a LAN has any members for a particular groupDetects if a LAN has any members for a particular group

�� If no members, then we can If no members, then we can pruneprune the shortest path tree for that the shortest path tree for that 
group by telling parentgroup by telling parent

�� Router periodically broadcasts a Router periodically broadcasts a query query messagemessage

�� Hosts reply with the list of groups they are interested inHosts reply with the list of groups they are interested in

�� To suppress trafficTo suppress traffic

�� reply after random timeoutreply after random timeout
�� broadcast reply broadcast reply 
�� if someone else has expressed interest in a group, drop outif someone else has expressed interest in a group, drop out

�� To receive multicast packets:To receive multicast packets:

�� translate from class D to MAC and configure adaptertranslate from class D to MAC and configure adapter



Wide area multicast

�� Assume Assume 

�� each endpoint is a router each endpoint is a router 
�� a router can use IGMP to discover all the members in its LAN thaa router can use IGMP to discover all the members in its LAN that t 

want to subscribe to each multicast groupwant to subscribe to each multicast group

�� GoalGoal

�� distribute packets coming from any sender directed to a given distribute packets coming from any sender directed to a given 
group to all routers on the path to a group membergroup to all routers on the path to a group member



Simplest solution

�� Flood packets from a source to entire networkFlood packets from a source to entire network

�� If a router has not seen a packet before, forward it to all If a router has not seen a packet before, forward it to all 
interfaces except the incoming oneinterfaces except the incoming one

�� ProsPros

�� simplesimple
�� always works!always works!

�� ConsCons

�� routers receive duplicate packetsrouters receive duplicate packets
�� detecting that a packet is a duplicate requires storage, which cdetecting that a packet is a duplicate requires storage, which can an 

be expensive for long multicast sessionsbe expensive for long multicast sessions



Shortest path tree

�� Ideally, want to send exactly one multicast packet per link to Ideally, want to send exactly one multicast packet per link to 
reach all interested destinationsreach all interested destinations

�� forms a forms a multicast treemulticast tree rooted at senderrooted at sender

�� Optimal multicast tree provides Optimal multicast tree provides shortestshortest path from sender to path from sender to 
every receiverevery receiver

�� shortestshortest--path path tree rooted at sendertree rooted at sender



A clever solution

�� Reverse path forwardingReverse path forwarding

�� RuleRule

�� forward packet from S to all interfaces if and only if packet arforward packet from S to all interfaces if and only if packet arrives rives 
on the interface that corresponds to the shortest path on the interface that corresponds to the shortest path toto SS

�� no need to remember past packetsno need to remember past packets
�� C need not forward packet received from DC need not forward packet received from D



Reverse Path Forwarding

Detailed descriptionDetailed description

�� Routers forward based on Routers forward based on source source of multicast packetof multicast packet

�� Flood on all outgoing interfaces if packet arrives from Source oFlood on all outgoing interfaces if packet arrives from Source on n 
link that router would use to send packets to sourcelink that router would use to send packets to source

�� Otherwise DiscardOtherwise Discard

�� Rule avoids flooding loopsRule avoids flooding loops

�� Uses Shortest Path Tree from destinations to source (reverse Uses Shortest Path Tree from destinations to source (reverse 
tree)tree)



Reverse Path Forwarding: router action
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Reverse Path Forwarding
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Cleverer

�� Don’t send a packet downstream if you are not on the shortest Don’t send a packet downstream if you are not on the shortest 
path from the downstream router to the sourcepath from the downstream router to the source

�� C need not forward packet from A to EC need not forward packet from A to E

�� Potential confusion if downstream router has a choice of Potential confusion if downstream router has a choice of 
shortest paths to source (nodes B and C in figure on slide 28)shortest paths to source (nodes B and C in figure on slide 28)



Pruning

�� RPF does not completely eliminate unnecessary transmissionsRPF does not completely eliminate unnecessary transmissions

�� B and C get packets even though they do not need itB and C get packets even though they do not need it

�� Pruning => router tells parent in tree to stop forwarding Pruning => router tells parent in tree to stop forwarding 

�� Can be associated either with a multicast group or with a sourceCan be associated either with a multicast group or with a source
and and groupgroup

�� trades selectivity for router memorytrades selectivity for router memory



Rejoining

�� What if host on C’s LAN wants to receive messages from A after What if host on C’s LAN wants to receive messages from A after 
a previous prune by C?a previous prune by C?

�� IGMP lets C know of host’s interestIGMP lets C know of host’s interest
�� C can send a C can send a join(group, A) join(group, A) message to B, which propagates it to Amessage to B, which propagates it to A
�� or, periodically flood a message; C refrains from pruningor, periodically flood a message; C refrains from pruning



A problem

�� Reverse path forwarding requires a router to know shortest path Reverse path forwarding requires a router to know shortest path 
to a sourceto a source

�� known from routing tableknown from routing table

�� seems straightforward!seems straightforward!

�� But not all routers do support multicastBut not all routers do support multicast

�� virtual linksvirtual links between multicastbetween multicast--capable routerscapable routers
�� shortest path to A from E is not C, but Fshortest path to A from E is not C, but F



A problem (contd.)

�� Two problemsTwo problems

�� how to build virtual linkshow to build virtual links
�� how to construct routing table for a network with virtual linkshow to construct routing table for a network with virtual links



Tunnels

�� Why do we need them?Why do we need them?

�� Consider packet sent from A to F via multicastConsider packet sent from A to F via multicast--incapable Dincapable D

�� If packet’s destination is Class D, D drops itIf packet’s destination is Class D, D drops it

�� If destination is F’s address, F doesn’t know multicast address!If destination is F’s address, F doesn’t know multicast address!

�� So, put packet destination as F, but carry multicast address So, put packet destination as F, but carry multicast address 
internallyinternally

�� Encapsulate IP in IP => set protocol type to IPEncapsulate IP in IP => set protocol type to IP--inin--IPIP



Mbone

MBONE

tunnel endpoint

IP router

WS

�� MboneMbone = multicast backbone= multicast backbone

�� virtual network overlaying virtual network overlaying 
InternetInternet

�� needed until needed until mcastmcast capable capable 
routers deployedrouters deployed

�� IP in IP encapsulationIP in IP encapsulation

�� limited capacity, resiliencelimited capacity, resilience



Multicast routing protocol

�� Interface on “shortest path” to source depends on whether path Interface on “shortest path” to source depends on whether path 
is real or virtualis real or virtual

�� Shortest path from E to A is not through C, but FShortest path from E to A is not through C, but F

�� so packets from F will be flooded, but not from Cso packets from F will be flooded, but not from C

�� Need to discover shortest paths only takingNeed to discover shortest paths only taking multicastmulticast--capable capable 
routers into accountrouters into account

�� DVMRPDVMRP



DVMRP

�� DistanceDistance--vector Multicast routing protocolvector Multicast routing protocol

�� Very similar to RIPVery similar to RIP

�� distance vectordistance vector
�� hop count metrichop count metric

�� Used in conjunction withUsed in conjunction with

�� floodflood--andand--prune (to determine memberships)prune (to determine memberships)
�� prunes store perprunes store per--source and persource and per--group informationgroup information

�� reversereverse--path forwarding (to decide where to forward a packet)path forwarding (to decide where to forward a packet)
�� explicit join/graft messages to reduce join latency (but no sourexplicit join/graft messages to reduce join latency (but no source ce 

info, so still need flooding)info, so still need flooding)



Multicast Forwarding in DVMRP

1. check incoming interface: discard if not on shortest path to 1. check incoming interface: discard if not on shortest path to 
sourcesource

2. forward to all outgoing interfaces2. forward to all outgoing interfaces

3. don’t forward if interface has been 3. don’t forward if interface has been prunedpruned

4. prunes time out every two minutes to remove state information4. prunes time out every two minutes to remove state information in in 
routersrouters



DVMRP Forwarding (cont.)

Basic idea is to flood and pruneBasic idea is to flood and prune
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DVMRP Forwarding (cont.)

Prune branches where no members and branches not on shortest Prune branches where no members and branches not on shortest 
pathspaths

R

R

S

prune

2nd packet



DVMRP Forwarding (cont.)

Add new user via grafting; departure via pruningAdd new user via grafting; departure via pruning

R

R

S

R

Report

graft



MOSPF

�� Multicast extension to OSPFMulticast extension to OSPF

�� Routers flood group membership information withRouters flood group membership information with LSPsLSPs

�� Each router independently computes shortestEach router independently computes shortest--path tree that only path tree that only 
includesincludes multicastmulticast--capable routerscapable routers

�� no need to flood and pruneno need to flood and prune

�� ComplexComplex

�� interactions with external and summary recordsinteractions with external and summary records
�� need storage per group per linkneed storage per group per link
�� need to compute shortest path tree per source and groupneed to compute shortest path tree per source and group



Core-based trees

�� Problems with DVMRPProblems with DVMRP--oriented approachoriented approach

�� need to periodically flood and prune to determine group membersneed to periodically flood and prune to determine group members
�� need to store perneed to store per--source and persource and per--group prune records at each group prune records at each 

routerrouter

�� Key idea with coreKey idea with core--based treebased tree

�� coordinatecoordinate multicastmulticast with a with a corecore router
� host sends a join request to core router
� routers along path mark incoming interface for forwarding



Example

�� ProsPros

�� routers not part of a group are not involved in pruningrouters not part of a group are not involved in pruning
�� explicit join/leave makes membership changes fasterexplicit join/leave makes membership changes faster
�� router needs to store only one record per grouprouter needs to store only one record per group

�� ConsCons

�� allall multicastmulticast traffic traverses core, which is a bottlenecktraffic traverses core, which is a bottleneck
�� traffic travels on nontraffic travels on non--optimal pathsoptimal paths



Protocol independent multicast (PIM)

�� Tries to bring together best aspects of CBT and DVMRPTries to bring together best aspects of CBT and DVMRP

�� Choose different strategies depending on whether multicast tree Choose different strategies depending on whether multicast tree 
is is densedense or or sparsesparse

�� flood and prune good for dense groupsflood and prune good for dense groups
�� only need a few prunesonly need a few prunes
�� CBT needs explicit join per source/groupCBT needs explicit join per source/group

�� CBT good for sparse groupsCBT good for sparse groups

�� Dense mode PIM == DVMRPDense mode PIM == DVMRP

�� Sparse mode PIM is similar to CBTSparse mode PIM is similar to CBT

�� but receivers can switch from CBT to a shortestbut receivers can switch from CBT to a shortest--path treepath tree



PIM- Dense Mode

�� Independent from underlyingIndependent from underlying unicastunicast routingrouting

�� Slight efficiency costSlight efficiency cost

�� Contains protocol mechanisms to:Contains protocol mechanisms to:

�� detect leaf routersdetect leaf routers
�� avoid packet duplicatesavoid packet duplicates



PIM - Sparse Mode

�� Rendezvous Point (Core):   Receivers Meet SourcesRendezvous Point (Core):   Receivers Meet Sources

�� Reception through RP connection = Shared TreeReception through RP connection = Shared Tree

�� Establish Path to Source  = SourceEstablish Path to Source  = Source--Based TreeBased Tree



PIM - Sparse Mode

ReceiverReceiver

SourceSource

RendezRendez--VousVous

RegisterRegister
JoinJoin

SourceSource
JoinJoin

PrunePrune



PIM (contd.)

�� In CBT, E must send to coreIn CBT, E must send to core

�� In PIM, B discovers shorter path to E (by looking at unicast In PIM, B discovers shorter path to E (by looking at unicast 
routing table)routing table)

�� sends join message directly to Esends join message directly to E
�� sends prune message towards coresends prune message towards core

�� Core no longer bottleneckCore no longer bottleneck

�� Survives failure of coreSurvives failure of core



More on core

�� Renamed a Renamed a rendezvous pointrendezvous point

�� because it no longer carries all the traffic like a CBT corebecause it no longer carries all the traffic like a CBT core

�� Rendezvous points periodically send “I am alive” messages Rendezvous points periodically send “I am alive” messages 
downstreamdownstream

�� Leaf routers set timer on receiptLeaf routers set timer on receipt

�� If timer goes off, send a join request to alternative rendezvousIf timer goes off, send a join request to alternative rendezvous
pointpoint

�� ProblemsProblems

�� how to decide whether to use dense or sparse mode?how to decide whether to use dense or sparse mode?
�� how to determine “best” rendezvous point?how to determine “best” rendezvous point?



Inter-domain multicast

�� Need complex protocols Need complex protocols forfor

�� IntraIntra--domain address domain address allocationallocation
�� InterInter--domain address domain address allocationallocation
�� IntraIntra--domain multicast routing domain multicast routing (DVMRP/MOSPF/PIM)(DVMRP/MOSPF/PIM)
�� Build Build interinter--domain multicast treedomain multicast tree



The Multi-source Multicast Problem

�� Far harder than we thought!Far harder than we thought!

�� The rendezvous problem: How does sender in Afghanistan find The rendezvous problem: How does sender in Afghanistan find 
receivers in Argentina?receivers in Argentina?

�� A highly dynamic global directory at the IPA highly dynamic global directory at the IP--level?level?
�� If you can solve this ...If you can solve this ...

�� How to deny this sender if unwanted?How to deny this sender if unwanted?

�� still uses network resources unless widely deniedstill uses network resources unless widely denied

�� A global address space of 28A global address space of 28--bits, with dynamic allocation by bits, with dynamic allocation by 
applicationsapplications

�� not enough bits to allocatenot enough bits to allocate

Mission impossible, and for what applications?Mission impossible, and for what applications?



Scalable Multicast Applications?

�� SmallSmall--scale multicast can just use unicastscale multicast can just use unicast

�� not pretty but it works, except for discoverynot pretty but it works, except for discovery

�� LargeLarge--scale discovery, expanding ring search?scale discovery, expanding ring search?

�� 100 million hosts, each occasionally multicasts to the 100 milli100 million hosts, each occasionally multicasts to the 100 million on -- how how 
occasional? How about never!occasional? How about never!

�� Most largeMost large--scale applications are singlescale applications are single--sourcesource

�� e.g. Multicast file transfer, Internet TV/radio, web cache e.g. Multicast file transfer, Internet TV/radio, web cache 
update/invalidationupdate/invalidation

MultiMulti--source multicast is hard and not needed!source multicast is hard and not needed!



Solution: Single-source multicast

�� Key (embarrassingly simple) idea:Key (embarrassingly simple) idea:

�� identify multicast distribution by (S,G)identify multicast distribution by (S,G)

�� Subscription to (S,G) follows unicast path to SSubscription to (S,G) follows unicast path to S

�� relies only on unicast routing informationrelies only on unicast routing information

Scalable multicast routing becomes trivialScalable multicast routing becomes trivial

subscribe(S,G)

new member

S



�� 1 channel per participant, if small1 channel per participant, if small

�� same cost as for PIMsame cost as for PIM--SM if all are activeSM if all are active

�� Large video conference Large video conference -- too many channelstoo many channels

�� But, floor control and access control is neededBut, floor control and access control is needed

�� ““rendevous rendevous through an applicationthrough an application--level moderatorlevel moderator

�� Same (or less) cost as PIMSame (or less) cost as PIM--SM at the network layerSM at the network layer

SSM is fine with video conferences

Video Conferencing



Multi-source Group Applications?

�� Small groups: unicast or channel per memberSmall groups: unicast or channel per member

�� Large groups without structure are mobsLarge groups without structure are mobs

�� Application/Application/middlewaremiddleware--level relays or reflectors needed to provide level relays or reflectors needed to provide 
structurestructure

�� Same as a PIM rendezvous point but:Same as a PIM rendezvous point but:

�� can do floor control, access controlcan do floor control, access control
�� application can select RPapplication can select RP
�� application can select redundancy, failapplication can select redundancy, fail--over strategyover strategy
�� dramatically simplifies the network layerdramatically simplifies the network layer

�� Network “middle” boxes  can provide relay serviceNetwork “middle” boxes  can provide relay service

SSM + relays is superior for multiSSM + relays is superior for multi--source appssource apps



Benefits

�� Solves the scalable multicast routing problem:Solves the scalable multicast routing problem:

�� join protocol, building on proven unicast routingjoin protocol, building on proven unicast routing

�� Solves the access control problem:Solves the access control problem:

�� only source can send (only source can send (duhduh!)!)

�� Solves multicast address allocation problemSolves multicast address allocation problem

�� thousands of multicast addresses perthousands of multicast addresses per--sourcesource

�� Simplifies the network layerSimplifies the network layer

15 years to realize we were putting too much at the network 15 years to realize we were putting too much at the network 
levellevel

The Internet deployment delayed as a resultThe Internet deployment delayed as a result



Some Lessons

�� We need to ask hard questions about real compelling We need to ask hard questions about real compelling 
applicationsapplications

�� The service model should be a slave to these applicationsThe service model should be a slave to these applications

�� We had the wrong service model:We had the wrong service model:

�� SSM channel model versus the group modelSSM channel model versus the group model

�� EndEnd--toto--end (again): do not put functionality at the lower level end (again): do not put functionality at the lower level 
unless there is a real win,unless there is a real win,

�� because it can be a real lose!because it can be a real lose!

�� Group communication is hardGroup communication is hard



Dimensionality of Group Comm.

�� Size Size -- how manyhow many

�� Reliability Reliability -- of message deliveryof message delivery

�� Timing Timing -- synchronized with receiverssynchronized with receivers

�� Proximity Proximity -- near by, far awaynear by, far away

�� Similarity Similarity -- homohomo.. vsvs.. heterohetero. nodes. nodes

�� Network connectivity Network connectivity -- fast/slow, errors, etc.fast/slow, errors, etc.

GroupGroup commcomm. Is far more diverse than. Is far more diverse than unicastunicast; no, far, far far ; no, far, far far 
more diversemore diverse



Size of groups

�� WithWith unicastunicast, its one , its one -- the other endthe other end

�� With group communication, it could be:With group communication, it could be:

�� 1010
�� 100100
�� 10001000
�� 10,00010,000
�� 100,000100,000
�� 1,000,0001,000,000

So, how many solutions to group problems are there?  Many, So, how many solutions to group problems are there?  Many, 
many?many?



Reliability

�� With unicast, the other end needs to receive the packetWith unicast, the other end needs to receive the packet

�� With group communication, it could be we need:With group communication, it could be we need:

�� one of the group to receives itone of the group to receives it
�� a few of the group to receive ita few of the group to receive it
�� Most ...Most ...
�� all?all?

Again, not just one single group problem, Again, not just one single group problem, 

but many!but many!



Timing

�� With unicast, the other end is ready to receiveWith unicast, the other end is ready to receive

�� With group communication, it could be:With group communication, it could be:

�� one of the group is ready for the messageone of the group is ready for the message
�� a few of the groups are readya few of the groups are ready
�� several ...several ...
�� MostMost
�� all?all?

NNot just one group problem, but many?ot just one group problem, but many?



Group Comm. is not Scalable!

�� Any Any middleware middleware has to deal with the crosshas to deal with the cross--product of (some of) product of (some of) 
these dimensionsthese dimensions

�� seems hopelessseems hopeless

�� Within one application:Within one application:

�� the larger the group, the more the time skewthe larger the group, the more the time skew
�� handling time skew implies longerhandling time skew implies longer--term storageterm storage
�� longlong--term storage (disk) not part of the realterm storage (disk) not part of the real--time storetime store--andand--forward forward 

communication layer.communication layer.

�� Alternative: fileAlternative: file--andand--forward networkingforward networking



Example: Web Multi-point Delivery

�� A group distribution tree but ...A group distribution tree but ...

�� Web cache as a “fileWeb cache as a “file--andand--forward” nodeforward” node

�� Limited scale groups from caches to clientsLimited scale groups from caches to clients

�� Limited scale groups from server to cachesLimited scale groups from server to caches

Web server
Web
clients

Web caches

A combination of comm. and storage nodes



Summary

�� Multicast Routing is well researched problem.Multicast Routing is well researched problem.

�� However, challenge now isHowever, challenge now is

�� deploymentdeployment
�� interinter--operabilityoperability
�� managementmanagement



Reliable Multicast



Problem

How to transfer data reliably from source to How to transfer data reliably from source to RR receiversreceivers

�� scalability: 10s scalability: 10s ---- 100s 100s ---- 1000s 1000s ---- 10000s 10000s ---- 100000s of receivers100000s of receivers

�� heterogeneityheterogeneity

�� feedback implosion problemfeedback implosion problem



Feedback Implosion Problem

. . .

A
C

K

ACK

ACK

ACK

ACK

ACK ACK

sender
rcvrs



Issues

�� level of reliabilitylevel of reliability

�� full reliability full reliability 
�� semisemi--reliabilityreliability

�� orderingordering

�� no orderingno ordering
�� ordering per senderordering per sender
�� full ordering (distributed computing)full ordering (distributed computing)



Applications

�� application requirementsapplication requirements

�� file transfer, finite durationfile transfer, finite duration
�� streaming applications (billing, etc.), infinite durationstreaming applications (billing, etc.), infinite duration
�� low latency  (DIS, teleconferencing)low latency  (DIS, teleconferencing)

�� application characteristicsapplication characteristics

�� oneone--many: one sender, all other participants receivers (streamingmany: one sender, all other participants receivers (streaming
applappl. teleconferencing). teleconferencing)

�� manymany--many: all participants send and receive (DIS)many: all participants send and receive (DIS)



Approaches

�� shift responsibilities to receivers shift responsibilities to receivers 

�� feedback suppressionfeedback suppression

�� serverserver--based recoverybased recovery

�� local recoverylocal recovery

�� forward error correction (FEC)forward error correction (FEC)



Sender Oriented Reliable Mcast

Sender:Sender: mcastsmcasts all (re)transmissionsall (re)transmissions

selective repeatselective repeat

use of timeouts for loss detectionuse of timeouts for loss detection

ACK tableACK table

RcvrRcvr:: ACKsACKs receivedreceived pktspkts

Note:Note: group membership importantgroup membership important

X

sender

receivers

AC
K ACK



Vanilla Rcvr Oriented Reliable Mcast

Sender:Sender: mcastsmcasts (re)transmissions(re)transmissions

selective repeatselective repeat

responds toresponds to NAKsNAKs

RcvrRcvr:: upon detectingupon detecting pktpkt lossloss

sends ptsends pt--pt NAKpt NAK

timers to detect lost retransmissiontimers to detect lost retransmission

Note:Note: easy to allow joins/leaveseasy to allow joins/leaves

Significant performance improvement Significant performance improvement 
shifting burden to receivers for 1shifting burden to receivers for 1--
many; not as great for manymany; not as great for many--manymany

X

sender

receivers

N
A

K



Feedback Suppression

�� randomly delayrandomly delay NAKsNAKs

�� multicastmulticast to all receiversto all receivers

+ reduce bandwidth+ reduce bandwidth

-- additional complexity at additional complexity at 
receivers (timers, etc)receivers (timers, etc)

X

sender

NAK

X



Server-based Reliable Multicast

�� firstfirst transmisions mcasttransmisions mcast to all to all 
receivers and serversreceivers and servers

�� each receiver assigned to servereach receiver assigned to server

�� servers perform loss recoveryservers perform loss recovery

�� can have more than 2 levelscan have more than 2 levels

LBRM (LBRM (CheritonCheriton) ) 

server server

sender

receivers



Local Recovery

Lost packets recovered from nearby receiversLost packets recovered from nearby receivers

�� deterministic methodsdeterministic methods

�� impose tree structure onimpose tree structure on rcvrsrcvrs with sender as rootwith sender as root
�� rcvrrcvr goes to upstream node on treegoes to upstream node on tree

RMTP (Lucent)RMTP (Lucent)

�� selfself--organizing methodsorganizing methods

�� rcvrsrcvrs elect nearbyelect nearby rcvrrcvr to act asto act as retransmitterretransmitter using scopedusing scoped
multicastmulticast and random delays (and random delays (SRMSRM))

�� hybrid methodshybrid methods



RMTP (Lucent)

Reliable Multicast Transport ProtocolReliable Multicast Transport Protocol

�� imposes a tree structure onimposes a tree structure on rcvrsrcvrs corresponding tocorresponding to multicastmulticast
routing treerouting tree

�� nodes inside treenodes inside tree

�� aggregateaggregate ACKsACKs//NAKsNAKs
�� provide repairs to downstream nodesprovide repairs to downstream nodes

�� latelate--joins supportedjoins supported thruthru 22--level cachelevel cache

�� raterate-- and windowand window--based flow controlbased flow control



SRM (LBL)
Scalable Reliable MulticastScalable Reliable Multicast

�� rcvrrcvr--oriented using NAK suppression and selforiented using NAK suppression and self--organizing local organizing local 
recoveryrecovery

�� supports latesupports late--joins and leavesjoins and leaves

�� as built inas built in wbwb, uses rate, uses rate--based flow controlbased flow control

�� has been used with 100s of participants over the Internethas been used with 100s of participants over the Internet



SRM detailed operation

�� NACKs and retransmissions are NACKs and retransmissions are multicastmulticast

�� suppress duplicatessuppress duplicates, , random delay before replyingrandom delay before replying

�� Each host estimates the Each host estimates the «« delaydelay » » with all other hostswith all other hosts

�� scheduleschedule an action an action afterafter a a randomizationrandomization delaydelay
�� chose a chose a smaller delay smaller delay for NACKs/retransmissions if for NACKs/retransmissions if closer to closer to 

source/source/requesting hostrequesting host

�� If If other requestother request//repair received repair received 

�� cancelcancel action, double action, double intervalinterval

�� If If timer expired timer expired 

�� do action, double do action, double intervalinterval



Forward Error Correction (FEC)

Add redundancy in order to reduce need to recover from losses Add redundancy in order to reduce need to recover from losses 
(e.g., Reed Solomon codes)(e.g., Reed Solomon codes)

((k,nk,n) code) code
�� for every for every kk datadata pktspkts, construct , construct nn--kk parityparity pktspkts
�� can recover all datacan recover all data pktspkts if no more thanif no more than nn--kk losseslosses

+ reduce loss probability+ reduce loss probability

-- greater overheads at endgreater overheads at end--hosts hosts 

QQ:: can FEC reduce network resource utilization?can FEC reduce network resource utilization?



Potential Benefits of FEC

D1D3 D2
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P
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Initial Transmission

Data Retransmission

Parity Retransmission

One parity pkt  can recover 
different data pkts at different rcvrs

P=D1    D2    D3⊗⊗
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Summary

�� reliable reliable mcastmcast is a hot research topicis a hot research topic

�� unresolved issuesunresolved issues

�� proper integration of different ideasproper integration of different ideas wrtwrt different applicationsdifferent applications
�� integration with flow/congestion control integration with flow/congestion control 
�� interaction with group membershipinteraction with group membership
�� notion of seminotion of semi--reliabilityreliability



Multicast congestion control



Problem

�� Match transmission rates toMatch transmission rates to

�� Network capacityNetwork capacity
�� Receiver “consumption” ratesReceiver “consumption” rates



Multicast Flow Control Challenges

�� Accommodating Accommodating heterogeneityheterogeneity among receivers and paths among receivers and paths 
leading to themleading to them

�� Preserving Preserving fairness fairness amongamong

�� receivers of same flowreceivers of same flow
�� distinct flowsdistinct flows

�� Scalability Scalability of feedbackof feedback



Multicast Flow Control Solutions

�� LossLoss--Tolerant Applications (e.g., Video)Tolerant Applications (e.g., Video)

�� Information content per unit time can be preserved at lower Information content per unit time can be preserved at lower 
data ratesdata rates

�� Applications demanding data integrityApplications demanding data integrity

�� lower data rates => lower information content per unit timelower data rates => lower information content per unit time

�� GoalGoal:  Co:  Co--Existence with TCP?Existence with TCP?



Single rate congestion control

�� Scalable Feedback ControlScalable Feedback Control

�� Receivers measure loss ratesReceivers measure loss rates
�� Randomly generated feedbackRandomly generated feedback
�� Source estimates receivers’ state and adjusts video rate by Source estimates receivers’ state and adjusts video rate by 

changing compression parameterschanging compression parameters

�� Source adapts to “slowest” receiverSource adapts to “slowest” receiver

�� or another “single” rateor another “single” rate

�� Problem: fairness among receiversProblem: fairness among receivers



Simulcast

�� Improving Improving fairnessfairness using              using              

�� Send replicated video streams at different ratesSend replicated video streams at different rates

�� Receivers can control rate of each stream within limitsReceivers can control rate of each stream within limits
�� Receivers can move among streamsReceivers can move among streams

�� Fairness at the expense of increased bandwidth consumptionFairness at the expense of increased bandwidth consumption



Receiver-driver Layered Multicast

�� Single video stream subdivided into layersSingle video stream subdivided into layers

�� Receivers add and drop layers depending on congestionReceivers add and drop layers depending on congestion

�� Challenge: Distributed Consensus, Layer SynchronizationChallenge: Distributed Consensus, Layer Synchronization



Receiver-driven Layered Multicast

Source

Receivers



Receiver-Driven Layered Multicast

�� Drop Layer: Drop Layer: 

�� indicated by lossindicated by loss

�� Add Layer: Add Layer: 

�� No such indicationNo such indication

�� Use  join experiments  with shared learningUse  join experiments  with shared learning

�� Reluctance to join layers that failedReluctance to join layers that failed
�� Inform others viaInform others via multicastmulticast of failed experimentsof failed experiments



Flow Control for Reliable Multicast

�� Less Understood/Mature AreaLess Understood/Mature Area

�� Some Possibilities:Some Possibilities:

�� Window flow control (a la TCP)Window flow control (a la TCP)
�� Not Scalable, Not Fair (across receivers)Not Scalable, Not Fair (across receivers)

�� Multiple Multicast GroupsMultiple Multicast Groups



Multiple Multicast Groups

�� SimulcastingSimulcasting or Destination Set Splittingor Destination Set Splitting

�� Cumulative LayeringCumulative Layering



Simulcasting

�� Similar to the Video caseSimilar to the Video case

�� Send multiple (Send multiple (uncoordinateduncoordinated streams) at different streams) at different 
ratesrates

�� Each  stream carries all dataEach  stream carries all data

�� Receivers join appropriate streamReceivers join appropriate stream -- one at a timeone at a time



Cumulative Layering

�� Multiple data streams at different ratesMultiple data streams at different rates

�� Each stream contains entire data Each stream contains entire data 

�� Receivers join asynchronously Receivers join asynchronously ---- Streams transmit Streams transmit 
continuouslycontinuously

�� Schedule to minimize reception timeSchedule to minimize reception time

�� (Scheme allows for FEC encoding)(Scheme allows for FEC encoding)



Cumulative layering

Channel 1
Rate = 1 A B C D

Channel 2
Rate = 1 C D A B

Channel 3
Rate = 2

B
D

A
C

B
D

A
C

Receiver 1, BW = 1
Receiver 2, BW = 2

Receiver 3, BW = 4



Cumulative Layering

�� Can achieve minimum reception time with Can achieve minimum reception time with 
asynchronous receiversasynchronous receivers

�� SchedulabilitySchedulability requires some parameter relationshipsrequires some parameter relationships

�� Synchronization among channels neededSynchronization among channels needed



Summary

�� Flow control forFlow control for multicastmulticast communication is a communication is a hardhard problem:problem:

�� ScalabilityScalability
�� HeterogeneityHeterogeneity
�� Added dynamic dimension (receivers and their join behavior)Added dynamic dimension (receivers and their join behavior)
�� Plenty of room for innovation!Plenty of room for innovation!


